UIG provides turn-key integration solutions for your Turn Key Storage needs.

- Port Terminal Storage Tanks for all products including fuel, chemicals, grain, cement, flour and virtually any dry bulk or liquid commodities. Complete turnkey projects: vessel loading and unloading, conveying systems, weighing, bagging, fire fighting systems, cathodic protection, instrumentation, control systems and SCADA and all the pipe-work, pumps, valves needed to make it all function.

- Refinery Storage Tanks for diesel, oil, petroleum, biofuel, products and all petrochemical by-products. UIG system integration includes foundation design, tank design and manufacture, floating roofs, dome roofs, fire-fighting systems, NEMA control panels, SCADA systems, pipe work, pumps, valves, level indicators, explosion proof vents, ladders, manways, stairways, walkways, cathodic protection and many other accessories.

- Design and fabrication of Chemical Storage Tanks and Processing Facilities utilizing epoxy coated, glass fused-to-steel, stainless steel and tanks and accessories made from other exotic metal, dependent on the product or products being handled. The overall design will include Fire-fighting equipment, foam systems, SCADA control systems, dual containment, insulation, mixing and blending and heating and cooling systems. Included is the design and fabrication of storage tanks and equipment used on solar energy plants.

- Complex Pipe Work for the Petrochemical Industry and other industries, skid-mounted modular process systems, pumps, valves, filters, inter-connecting pipe-work for storage vessels of all types, sizes and materials. Flares, KO drums and all associated smaller tanks and vessels. Control panels and remote control systems - SCADA. Fire alarms and fire-fighting systems, flame arresters, explosion proof vents, dual containment, mixers, heaters, insulation and all required mechanical, electrical and instrument design and engineering.

- Built to NEMA, API, AWWA, NFPA, ACI, AISI, AWS, ASME, ASTM, DIN, UL, OSHA, ISO, FM and all U. S. and International Codes and Standards.
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